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Abstract

Recent years in IT industry, the practical need for automatic summarization has increased to a large extend. This paper attempts to fill this void by providing a comprehensive overview of research in summarization, by including the more traditional efforts in sentence extraction. Automatic text summarization is based on linguistic and empirical methods which analyzes how frequently certain key words were present in the bug repository. Automatic Text Summarization is a technique where a process or application summarizes a text. A text is given to the application and the application returns a less redundant extract of the original text. So far automatic text summarization has not yet reached the quality that was possible with manual summarization. In order to reduce developer’s time and efforts when reviewing a bug report, the proposed prototype also provides an extractive summary visualization of each bug report. Sentence features are considered and weighted to evaluate each sentence and based on the feature values sentences are selected to form the summary. The proposed approach increases the quality of the summary and also detects the duplicate bug reports in the document.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As new software systems are getting more complex and greater every day, software bugs are unavoidable phenomenon. Bug repositories aid software developers to communicate about a software development project among themselves, and in open-source projects, with corresponding users of the software. The bugs reported by developers or users may include defects linked with deployed software as well as desired enhancements to
system. Bug reports vary in length. Some are short, consisting of only a few words. Others are lengthy and include conversations between many developers and user. For larger software projects, it is common that bug reports are categorized to allow efficient handling by the right subset of the software development team. Considerable amount of communication might take place among the reporter of the bug and the developers through the bug report. As a result, bug reports often appear like recorded conversation messages from multiple people structured in sequence where each message is composed of various paragraphs of unstructured text. Automatic summarization of bug reports is a technique to condense the quantity of data a developer might need to go through. Many developers put considerable amount of effort for finding and debugging software bugs. Automatic bug report summarization has two approaches: extractive summarization and abstractive summarization[5,6]. An extractive summarization method selects subset of sentences from the input document to create a summary. An abstractive summarization method builds an internal semantic representation of the text and then applies natural language processing techniques to create a summary. It has been observed that a bug report submitted by a tester is often a duplicate (two bug reports are supposed to be duplicates if they express the same issue or problem and thereby have the same solution to fix the problem) of an existing bug report. Studies illustrate that the percentage of duplicate bug reports can be up-to 25-30%. This can considerably slow down the bug fixing process and product release [1]. Figure 1 is a sample bug report and its corresponding summary.

![Figure 1: Example of Bug Reports and its Summary](image-url)
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

For a bug that needs to be summarized, initially the bug reports are passed to the noise reduction module. Each sentence in the bug report is classified into question, investigative sentence, code fragment and other sentences. In this approach, different type of sentences are filtered out and pass the filtered set to a summarizer, which applies the unsupervised techniques to extract the summary from the set of valuable sentences. The filtered content is accepted to the summarizer module. In the next module, Extractive summarization method selects subset of sentences from the input document to create a summary. It maintains the redundancy by extracting the appropriate features from the document[2]. Features are the characteristics of the sentence like position, length. The sentences having high feature values are selected to form the summary. Then the similarity between the sentences in the bug report measured. At last duplicate bug reports in the repository are removed by comparing summaries of the bug reports. Figure 2 represents the architecture of the proposed report summarization system.

Figure 2: Summarization Of Bug Reports Using Feature Extraction – Architecture Diagram
A. Noise Reduction

In order to filter out the unwanted information in the bug reports, each bug report is passed into the noise reducer. In the noise reducer the sentences in the bug reports are classified into four categories[4].

- **Question sentences**: the problem being reported will be described in these sentences. These sentences usually contain words like what, why, how.
- **Code sentences**: these sentences contain code fragments, stack traces or command outputs that the user might have provided as part of initial bug description, or as part of investigation or solution.
- **Investigative sentences**: these sentences convey some options that the user can try to further investigate the issue or give more details on understanding the problem. These sentences would typically hold application specific information often indicated by occurrence of domain specific keywords.
- **Other sentences**: These sentences are very often greeting sentences, for example "Hello", “thank you for your support”.

B. Centroid

Unsupervised summarization refers to the way of summarizing a text or document without using a trained model. This has the evident advantage of not requiring any labeled data, which is usually difficult and/or costly to collect because of high manual effort involved[7]. An extractive summarization refers to any summarization method in which the sentences in the summary are chosen from the input document and are used as it is given in the input. Unsupervised summarization methods work by selecting sentences that are central to the input document. This centrality can be measured by using the ‘centroid’ method. Then, the sentences chosen for the summary are based on their distance from the Centroid value.

Centroid method is used to measure the weight of each sentence and categorize the sentence with is more specific to the bug report. In this, each unit of text is represented as a weighted vector of TF and IDF (Term Frequency times Inverse Document Frequency). The unit of text is a sentence from the bug report in the repository. The method then proceeds by finding a centroid sentence, which is a pseudo-sentence whose vector has a weight equal to the average weight of all the sentence vectors in the bug report. Sentences that contain words from the centroid are more pinpointing of the topic of the document and hence are chosen in the summary. For each sentence Si, the method defines a term called Centroid Value of Si, which is measured by adding the corresponding weights in the centroid sentence, of the terms in Si. Once the centroid values of sentences have been calculated, the summary is constructed by choosing sentences in the declining order of their centroid values.

C. Extraction methodology

Extractive summaries are formed by extracting sentences with high feature values. In extraction methodology, first keywords in the bug report are extracted by using term frequency and inverse document frequency metric for each term in the input document[3]. The feature values of the sentences in the bug report indicate the probability of the evaluated sentence in the summary[8]. To form the bug report summary, the sentences are sorted based on the probability values in the descending order of the feature values. Features that are measured in the extraction methodology are categorizes into four major groups: structural, participant, length, lexical features.

- **Structural features** are related to the conversational structure of the bug reports in the repository. Example, the position of the chosen sentence in the comment and the position of the sentence in the bug report.
- **Participant features** are associated to the conversation participants. For example if the sentence is made by the same person who filed the bug report.
- **Length features** indicates the length of the sentence normalized by the length of the longest sentence in the comment and also normalized by the length of the longest sentence in the bug report.
- **Lexical features** are related to the amount of unique words/keywords in the sentence.

Once sentences with high values are selected, similarities between these sentences are measured. Sentences with minimum similarity with other sentences in the bug report are selected and included in the summary.
Algorithm to Extract Keywords

**Input:** Set $B$ – set of abstracts in text format; total number of abstracts $O = |B|$ $N$ – size of the training set of abstracts $Separator-List = \{ , . ; -' <= > ( ) [ ] / " : \}$

**Auxiliary Variables:** Training-Set $T$ – set of $M$ abstracts randomly selected from $B$; $T \subseteq B$ Accept-List – set of keywords acceptable as secondary keywords Non-Accept-List – set of words not acceptable as secondary keywords User-Choice = \{0 or 1\} for a word Already-Accounted-Words – set of keywords in Accept-List already accounted for their presence in a particular abstract

**Output:** Set $Freq-Sec-K$ – set storing the frequency of appearance of each word in the Accept-List in the decreasing order of the frequency of their appearance in the $N$ abstracts

**Initialization:**
Accept-List
Non-Accept-List
Training-Set $T$

Begin *Self-Extract-Key-Words*

// Form the training set of abstracts
1. while $(|T| < N)$ do
2. Generate a random integer $n \in [1...N]$
3. if $B[n] \notin T$ then
4. $T \leftarrow T \cup B[n]$
5. end if
6. end while

// Build the Accept-List and Non-Accept-List
7. for every abstract $Q \in T$ do
8. for every word $X \in Q$ do
9. if $X \notin Separator-List$ AND $X \notin Non-Accept-List$ then
10. if $X \notin Accept-List$ AND $X \notin Non-Accept-List$ then
11. User-choice Ask user to enter 0 to put the word in Non-Accept-List or 1 for Accept-List
12. if User-choice = 1 then
13. Accept-List $\leftarrow$ Accept-List $\cup \{X\}$
14. else
15. Non-Accept-List $\leftarrow$ Non-Accept-List $\cup \{X\}$
16. end if
17. end if
18. end if
19. end for
20. end for

// Count the frequency of appearance of the words in Accept-List
21. for every word $X \in Accept-List$ do
22. $Freq-Sec-K(X) \leftarrow 0$
23. end for
24. for every abstract $R \in B$ do
25. Already-Accounted-Words
26. for every word $X \in R$ do
27. if $X \notin Separator-List$ AND $X \notin Non-Accept-List$ then
28. if $X \notin Already-Accounted-Words$ AND $X \in Accept-List$ then
29. $Freq-Sec-K(X) \leftarrow Freq-Sec-K(X) + 1$
30. Already-Accounted-Words $\leftarrow$ Already-Accounted-Words $\cup \{X\}$
31. end if
32. end if
33. end for
34. end for
35. Sort the words in $Freq-Sec-K$ in the decreasing order of the frequency of appearance of the secondary keywords
36. return $Freq-Sec-K$
End *Self-Extract-Key-Words*
D. Duplicate bug detection

In bug repository, one bug may be reported and stored more than once. These duplicate bugs are removed by comparing with other bug reports in the repository. Each report is compared to the ones submitted previous to it. Least Common Subsequence score is computed for each report pair[9]. Taking the highest score as the indication of identical bug reports. In this way, bug reports with least score are removed from the repository.

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have created an automatic, unsupervised, bug report summarization approach that should be applicable to different bug tracking systems. It enable users to find more relevant documents more accurately, with less need to consult the full text of the document Future work is to see if we can improve the precision of summarization approach so as to be able to auto-extract Frequently Asked Questions from a bug repository.
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